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IN THE MATTER OF the
Justices Act
AND IN THE MATTER OF an
appeal from a sentence imposed by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Nhulunbuy
BETWEEN:
GREGORY DONALD FREEMAN
Appellant
AND:
NEVILLE ROSS PULFORD
Respondent


CORAM:	Kearney J.


REASONS FOR DECISION
(delivered 2 September 1988)


This is an appeal under s.163(1) of the Justices Act in which the appellant contends that a sentence imposed on him was manifestly excessive. That is to say, he contends that in certain respects it fell outside the range of sentences which would have been appropriate to the case. In fact other grounds, alleging specific errors, were argued as well. There being no objection taken to that approach, I deal with all grounds raised, though they should have been



stated		in	the	notice	of	appeal - see s.172{1)(b) of the Justices Act, the observations of		Sangster J	in	Kubicki v Wylie	{1979)	81		LSJS	349		at	356-8,	and of Martin Jin Flanigan v Barrett (unreported, 12 May 1988) at pp.20-21.




The proceedings at Nhulunbuy


On 7 June 1988 the appellant was convicted by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Nhulunbuy of fraudulently misappropriating $3,264 belonging to the Australian Postal Commission. This is an offence under s.71{1) of the Crimes Act 1914 (C'th). The penalty set out at the foot of s.71(1) of the Act is imprisonment for 7 years; accordingly, this is the maximum punishment which may be imposed - see s.41 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 (C'th).

The offence under s.71(1) of the Crimes Act is not expressed to be an indictable offence; accordingly, pursuant to s.12(1) of the Act, it may be tried either on indictment or summarily, in the Magistrate's discretion. When tried summarily, the maximum penalty which may be imposed is imprisonment for one year; see s.12(3). Lesser penalties, including financial penalties, may be imposed; see s.16 of the Act.

In this case the Prosecutor requested summary trial and the Court acceded to that request. In deciding whether there should be a summary trial, the leading consideration for a Magistrate is whether, in the event that the defendant is convicted, the court's sentencing power is sufficient adequately to sentence him. I consider, with respect, that his Worship acted correctly in hearing this case summarily because the circumstances were such that it was not a serious example of this type of offence.

The appellant pleaded guilty; the facts were not in dispute. The appellant - was sentenced to be imprisoned for one year; the Court ordered that he be released after serving 2 months of that term, provided he entered into a bond in the sum of
$1,000 to be of good behaviour for a period of 2 years. He served 3 days in prison before being released on bail, pending the hearing of this appeal.




The facts of the case


In May 1988 the appellant was employed by the Commission as a Postal Services Officer at the Nhulunbuy Post Office. He had been employed by the Commission for 6 years. His duties involved serving the members of the public. He had under his control for the purposes of his work certain cash advances; they stood at the time at about

$6,000. On Saturday 21 May the Post Office was closed. The appellant gained entry by using his master key. He pocketed some of the money from his cash advances. Later that day he spent the money he had taken, in the course of betting at the T.A.B. On Monday 23 May he voluntarily approached the Postal Manager and confessed what he had done. An audit disclosed the amount actually missing. It is not disputed that it was $3,264. In due course he was charged with fraudulent misappropriation.




The plea in mitigation


Counsel for the appellant put the following matters to the Court at  Nhulunbuy.  The appellant was aged 29 years. He had been living in a de facto relationship for some time with a woman who had a 5 year old child.  His explanation for taking the money was that he wanted to amass some funds by betting, to enable him to leave Nhulunbuy. Defence Counsel submitted that the appellant had a "serious gambling addiction", involving his gambling away nearly the whole of his pay each week, and it was this addiction which had led him to committing the offence. He submitted:-


"His	motive	was	to could leave Gove.	He
 
build	up some money so that he has a very good record up	until
now and this offence Office is concerned. and	I	think	that hadn't submitted it.
 has ruined him as far as the Post He's submitted	his	resignation would	have been called for if he He will be in a position to make

restitution. He has 10 weeks holiday pay credits coming to him and he has 6 years of superannuation contributions by himself that I believe are to be refunded to him, so it's his very firm intention to make full restitution to his employer out of the money that is due to him."





The sentencing


The question then arose of the punishment to be imposed. The learned Magistrate referred to the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeal in R v Bird (unreported,
29 March 1988).  A copy of that decision was not available at that time in Nhulunbuy. The learned Prosecutor drew the Court's attention to the various types of penalties which could be imposed under the Crimes Act, and to s.17A(l) which prohibits the imposition of a sentence of imprisonment for an offence under the Act -

" unless the court, having considered all other available sentences, is satisfied that no other sentence is appropriate in all the circumstances of the case."


Section 17A (1) is an example of the recent trend in legislation to control more closely the traditional wide sentencing discretion of courts.  It is convenient to set out at this point the other provisions of s.17A of the Act which are relevant for consideration in this appeal:-

"(2) Where a court passes a sentence of imprisonment on a person for an offence against the law of the Commonwealth ... the court -

	shall	state	the	reasons	for its decision that no other sentence is appropriate; and


	shall cause those reasons to be	entered	in the records of the court.


	The	failure	of	a	court provisions of this section		does sentence.

 to	comply	with not	invalidate
 the any

	This section does not apply in relation to -


	an offence against this Act that is punishable by imprisonment for life or for a period of, or exceeding, 7 years;"



His Worship noted the circumstances of the offence and of the appellant and proceeded to sentence him in the following terms:-

" I give you complete credit for your lack  of previous convictions and for your forthrightness in your admissions. You are prepared and able to pay the money back. That is because you have been paying superannuation to your employer and you have holiday pay entitlements. Those of course are not there primarily for this sort of purpose, but if they can be used for it, so be it. As far as the Post Office is concerned I am able to say that I am not in a position to recollect very many other frauds on that body in the Northern Territory, or indeed elsewhere.

No doubt there have been some. It's  certainly not a common offence. However looked at on a general scale offences against the Commonwealth by its employees, offences by other employees against their employers, are, on the whole, quite common enough to worry the co munity, to disturb the common weal. The most recent case to make the headlines in the Northern Territory was Bird's case, of which I have just been speaking, where the laxity of the system allowed a man to take huge sums of money from an Alice Springs - from a government instrumentality.

He spent his money at the casino in Alice Springs. As a result of well intentioned, but it has been found misguidedly by the trial judge, we now have as a binding authority on this court the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeal in R v Bird. I must look long and seriously, or rather hard and seriously at the facts in your case before I can deal with you as mercifully as no doubt you would like.

You won't do this again. At any rate not with that employer. You won't get the chance. You have destroyed your good name as far as the Commonwealth is concerned, as an employer, or anyone who is able to find out about people's prior records. You will make restitution because it will be forced upon you. It seems to me that the offence was sufficiently big.
$3000 may not seem much in courts where even costs these days are measured in thousands of dollars a day, but when you look at it in terms of a working man's wage it is still a good deal of money.
Your offence was sufficiently serious that a term of imprisonment is justified. There was a public interest in seeing such a public fraud as yours punished, and properly punished by prison sentence.
The use you put that money to is of course relevant. You put it to your own personal greedy use.	This		was not	a	case	in need except insofar as having gambled your wages you left yourself with not much else.	I am satisfied that a prison sentence is called for.

I am also satisfied that your behaviour since the offence has been sufficient that I can release you shortly, but only on condition that you do something for yourself. You are convicted. You  are  sentenced to imprisonment for 12 months. I direct your release after 2 months on your own bond of $1000 that you will be of good behaviour for 2 years. A further condition that you will place yourself under the supervision of a delegate of the Director of Correctional Service and obey all reasonable directions about employment, residence, associates and reporting, and as to counselling for gambling addictions and attendance at meetings of Gamblers Anonymous or bodies of like nature.
Further condition that you will pay to the Australian Postal Commission the sum of $3264 within 6 months. I order that you pay $25 costs. In  default one day's gaol. I'll give you 4 months to pay that. Now, if you are prepared to sign a bond in those terms that will be the end of it." (emphasis mine)

The appeal


Mr Reeves, counsel for the appellant, submitted that the Court had erred in 3 ways in its approach to sentencing. The major thrust of his argument was that the direction that the appellant serve two months in prison before being released on a bond meant that the sentence, overall, was manifestly excessive.

The first submission was that part of the observations on sentence (set out and emphasized on p.7) disclosed that the Court had sentenced on the erroneous basis that it was bound by Bird to impose a sentence of imprisonment unless the facts disclosed some basis for extending mercy. It can be seen from those observations on sentence that his Worship treated Bird as a "binding authority". At pp.33-34 of Bird the Court of Criminal Appeal set out some general guidelines for sentencing in offences involving breach of trust by employees:-

"The matters to be taken into account and the approach in this jurisdiction to sentencing for offences involving breach of trust by employees are reasonably clear, but may conveniently be restated. In general, unless the circumstances are very exceptional or the amount of money involved is small, a sentence of immediate imprisonment is the usual and expected punishment in such cases. The sentence, and that part of it which is directed to be served, must be sufficiently substantial to indicate to the public the gravity of the particular offence.  While the amount of money taken is not the only determinant of the


length of sentence, it is a useful practical indicator. Where very large sums of money are taken, as here, a lengthy sentence of imprisonment is warranted. Other factors being equal, like defalcations should be dealt with by like sentences and more serious defalcations by heavier penalties; this satisfies the need for consistency in punishment, referred to by Mason Jin Lowe v The Queen (1984) 154 CLR 606 at 610-611. Apart from the amount involved, other factors to be considered when imposing sentence include: the period over which the criminal enterprise was carried on - in this case a little over 2 years; the quality and degree of trust reposed in the accused by his employer, including the accused's position in the employer's organization; the use to which the accused put the monies in this  case,  mainly gambling; the impact of the offence and sentence upon the accused's fellow-employees and the  public  see the observations in R v Steven and R v Green (Schedule infra); where relevant, the impact upon public confidence in the employer; the effect of the defalcation upon the employer; the effect of the sentence upon the accused; the history and personal circumstances of the accused and any matters of mitigation personal to him. Where the breach of trust is serious it is usually not appropriate to suspend any part of the sentence." (emphasis mine)


It is part of the function of an appellate court to establish coherent sentencing principles which can be applied by trial courts, and to encourage a reasonable consistency in their sentencing. But it is of cardinal
importance
 that
 the	determination	of	the	appropriate

sentence remains a matter for the trial court to decide,	in

its
 discretion.
 In	general,	and	because	of	the

discretionary nature of sentencing, decisions of appellate courts on sentence do not constitute "binding authority"; they usually turn upon the particular case under appeal, and the circumstances of offences and offenders are very variable. As Dunn LJ put it is R v De Haviland (1983) 5 Cr App R (S) 109 at 114:-
9



"  decisions on sentencing are no more than examples of how the Court has dealt with a particular offender in relation to a particular offence.  As such, they may be useful as an aid to uniformity of sentence for a particular category of crime; but they are not authoritative in the strict sense."


General sentencing guidelines set out by an appellate court carry great weight but are necessarily obiter dicta and courts of trial may always go outside those guidelines if they consider it right to do so in the circumstances of the particular case. It is therefore incorrect to speak of Bird as a "binding authority" in the sense that it required a particular type of sentence to be imposed. It is clear, I think, from his remarks (emphasized on p.7) that the learned Magistrate did not treat Bird as a "binding authority" in that sense. It  appears to me that his Worship approached his task of sentencing bearing in mind the general guidelines set out in Bird; whether that was the correct approach may be more conveniently discussed later, when considering the effect in this case of s.17A(l) of the Act. Subject to particular statutory provisions such as s.17A of the Crimes Act, Bird lays down the proper general approach to sentencing in cases of this type.

The second submission was that in applying Bird his Worship erred in failing to take adequately into account the many points of distinction between the facts of this case and the circumstances of the appellant, and those in Bird.

I reject this submission; it is clear that the learned Magistrate was well aware that the factual situations were very different, but had in mind the general sentencing guidelines laid down in Bird.

Mr Reeves' third submission was that the court failed to observe the restrictions on imposing sentences of imprisonment, in s.17A(l) of the Crimes Act.  It may be noted here that although Bird also involved offences under the Crimes Act, s.17A{l) did not apply to that case because it fell within s.17A(4).

It appears to me that the guidelines in Bird - that in general a sentence. of immediate imprisonment is the usual and expected punishment in cases of breach of trust by employees - cannot stand with what is clearly the thrust and purpose of s.17A(l), that an offender who falls within its
scope other
 should	not be imprisoned unless, after examining all dispositions	available,	the	sentencer	sees
imprisonment as the only appropriate way of dealing with him. The effect of following in this case the guidelines in Bird is to foreclose the inquiry which s.17A(l) requires the sentencer to undertake. That is not  permissible.  Of course, the considerations which underlie the guidelines in Bird may persuade a sentencer following s.17A(l) to conclude that imprisonment is the only appropriate sentence.

It is clear from his remarks {emphasized on p.7) that the learned Magistrate considered the appropriateness of a prison sentence in the light of the circumstances of the particular offence. On the surface that approach is as consistent with following the general guidelines in Bird as with following the requirements of s.17A(l). When both sets of remarks emphasized on p.7 are considered, they appear to indicate that his Worship felt he was constrained to follow the guidelines in Bird; on that basis he did not direct his mind to the statutory question in s.17A(l) whether he was "satisfied that no other sentence [was] appropriate in all the circumstances of the case". Such an  approach constitutes appealable error since it involves a miscarriage of the sentencing discretion, within the meaning of House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 505 and Cranssen v The King
(1936) 55 CLR 509 at 520.


I observe in passing that I  do  not  consider  that Mr Trigg, counsel for the respondent, was correct in his submission that the effect of s.17A(3) is that a failure to comply with s.17A(l) does not ipso facto constitute a ground for upholding an appeal against sentence, and that some further error in the sentencing process must be shown. In Morgan v Schrapel (1983) 2 NTJ 523 it was accepted that non-compliance with s.17A(l) meant that the sentence imposed could be reviewed. The purpose of s.17A(3) is simply  to make it clear beyond doubt that the provisions of s.17A(l)
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and (2) are directory and not mandatory, with the result that non-compliance with them does not make the sentence a nullity; see to the same effect Morris v Crown Office (1970) 2QB 114 at 122-3 per Denning MR, a decision on corresponding legislation in the United Kingdom which lacks an equivalent to s• 1 7A ( 3 ) •

I consider that s.17A(4)(a) refers to the maximum sentence which may be imposed in the case before the court; a particular offence will carry different maximum sentences because of s.12(3) of the Act, depending on whether the offence is tried summarily or on indictment. In this case, since the offence was tried summarily, conviction carried a maximum punishment of one year and not 7 years, and accordingly s.17A(4)(a) does not operate so as to exclude the application of s.17A(l)-(3) to this case.




Conclusions


I adhere to the view I expressed in Mason v Pryce (1988) 53 NTR 1 that since sentencing is a discretionary matter an appeal against sentence should not be allowed unless the discretion has been improperly exercised.

As indicated on p.12 there was appealable error in the approach to sentencing which, in accordance with House v The

King (supra), enables the sentence imposed to be reviewed and this court to exercise its own sentencing discretion provided it has the materials to do so. The materials are available in this case; I proceed to the review. I consider that a sentence of immediate imprisonment for breach of trust by an employee is not wrong in principle, even if only a small amount of money is involved. But here the facts disclosed a single offence, no continued course of criminal activity, a confession made before the offence was detected, and full co-operation with the Police. Further, the appellant has by his criminal conduct lost the employment he had held for 6 years and wishes to make full restitution when monies due to him are to hand. In these circumstances, applying the approach required by s.17A(l) of the Crimes Act, and bearing in mind the cases listed in the Schedule to Bird, I consider that the sentence imposed was manifestly excessive in 2 respects.  First, insofar as it provided  for
2	month's immediate imprisonment; and second, insofar as it
provided for a sentence of 12 month's imprisonment.  This was the maximum which the Court could impose. The maximum sentence is reserved for "worst case" examples of the offence under question proper to be tried summarily and it cannot be said that this case fell within that broad band.

After considering all the other sentences available under the Crimes Act, I am satisfied that no other sentence other than a sentence of imprisonment is appropriate in all

the circumstances of this case. The reasons are those which underlie the reasons for the general guidelines in Bird; see pp.8 and 9. Accordingly, the appeal against sentence is upheld.  The sentence of 12 month's imprisonment imposed  on
7 June 1988 is quashed; the direction for the appellant's conditional release after serving 2 months of that sentence is set aside.  In lieu thereof the appellant is sentenced to
8 month's imprisonment; I direct that he be released immediately upon entering into a bond in the same sum, for the same period, and upon the same terms and conditions as those imposed by the learned Magistrate on 7 June. His Worship's order as to costs is confirmed.




